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EDITOR’S RANT
And just as memory of the excesses and liver challenges of silly season
begin to fade, we’re back to do it all again.
Barely reflecting the turmoil in international society, it’s business
as usual as the pub industry throws open the new year. Despite
unprecedented circumstances in cousin USA and ancestral Britain,
Australian politics and current affairs seem contained to shirt-fronting
displays of mediocrity and lack of direction.
This is indeed frustrating in many ways, not the least of which being
Australia’s vulnerability to sophisticated incoming threats (such as that
seen gnawing at the American electoral system).
But simultaneously, our lacklustre leaders may be unwittingly
protecting us from the divisive and dangerously dramatic traits seen in
all too many heads of state today. The American showmanship method
of selecting a President has led the country down an unchartered path
fraught with the hazards of fear-driven nationalism and corrupt hidden
agendas. The us-and-them nature of British government drove a revolt
that alienated an island probably needing to bond itself to the unstable
continent more now than ever.
By comparison, the relatively impotent governments formed here seem
to have neither the stomach nor the firepower to achieve anything of
notoriety, let alone pioneering.
Over the past few years, as our closest societal neighbours have
charged hopefully toward radical solutions, Australia has plodded
unwaveringly toward the centre. On the upside, this has largely
benefited industries potentially challenged in the bright light of puritan
opinion, and save the looming Tasmanian election, building to be
based on a vote for or against pokies, most criticism of alcohol and
gambling goes largely unheard.
Less fettered by these bureaucratic hurdles, pubs can happily carry on
the business of serving the public just as they have done for thousands
of years. Happy days.
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Tuning The

A burgeoning beacon
of The Hills district, The
Fiddler is seeing the
hard-earned benefits of
its careful repositioning.
Kylie Kennedy reports
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sports bar, and function room. The dedicated wedding venue
can hold 120 guests, and now hosts some 37 weddings a year,
with more landscaping to come to help encourage on-site
ceremonies.
The Irish influence is still found in their Fiddler Bar, where one
can enjoy a whiskey in a more traditional, moody timber-lined
setting. The pub still has a gaming room with 29 machines,
though this is tucked away.
The premise continues to expand. Being led by Lewis Hotel
Group there are plans for a four -storey, 78 room development
with swimming pool. Recently been approved by The Hills
Shire Council, the expansion is set to take up to a year to
complete.

A fresh white interior complemented by soft lighting, floorto-ceiling mirrors, lush green hanging gardens and ambient
lounge music, the new-look Fiddler is designed to impress.
“A touch of the Hamptons in the Hills,” smiles Sara Belling,
general manager.
Belling came on board to reinvent the perception of the
infamous establishment in Rouse Hill, Sydney, once known
as The Mean Fiddler. Belling is not one to shy away from their
more dubious past, “Our history is something we accept,”
she says. “It has been a real benefit for us to have that past,
because what we are now is such a contrast … it’s the wow
factor. It almost helps us.” The “mean” was literally taken out
of their name, and transformations began for a more familyfriendly premise.

The general public and The Fiddler’s traditional patronage
accepting the changes has been a gradual process, but having
a female general manager has perhaps helped sway the most
reluctant.
“I’m not a feminist but having a female GM come into a venue
that had such a reputation, people thought, okay, it might be a
bit different,” acknowledges Belling. “Previous to me the venue
was focussed on entertainment and beverage; live bands and
DJs. We’ve become the venue that focuses on the food, the
service, the customer experience. We became the place that
was easy to go to.”
Communal furniture was brought in to foster a friendly,
sharing environment, and The Fiddler has dubbed itself a
modern food and bar precinct, “the home of celebrations,”

The Fiddler’s marketing is aimed at local 30-year-old women.
“We are committed to a female-focussed marketing strategy.
I know my market. Whether its entertainment or new
promotions, we’ll ask, ‘is this in line with our target market?’ It
doesn’t matter how much money we’ll make off it, you have
to stay true to your brand,” says Belling.
The beer garden, once the scene of an outdoor club, is now
filled with families and kids playing ping pong. The focus is
no longer on encouraging a drinking crowd, but rather on a
dining experience. “It is much easier to manage a pub that is
predominately before 10pm, than after 10pm,” she notes.
Live bands have been replaced by lounge DJs who provide
more background acoustics than loud music, and in the last
three years The Fiddler’s only noise complaint was on New
Year’s Eve. The UFC fights ceased being played on screens in
the venue, which initially caused some backlash from patrons,
but also alleviated the complaints from mother’s dining with
their children. “It wasn’t in line with our target market. A
30-year-old female doesn’t go looking for UFC on a screen
when going out for lunch.”

with menus created that are group dining-specific. They can
store up to 15 cakes in a sitting, and don’t charge cakeage.
One decision-maker hosting their birthday, engagement party,
or even a wake, is bringing with them a whole new customer
base and referrals are rolling off that.

Renovations began in 2014, with a focus on aesthetics and
furniture. The sprawling entertainment space has an alfresco
area with hanging plants and festoon lighting, a lounge bar,

The shift from a late-night drinking venue to a more familyfriendly dining establishment saw The Fiddler win the AHA
NSW’s Best Casual Dining in 2015.

“We’ve built the business on celebrating occasions.”

FIDDLING THE MENU
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“Our approach is to make sure it’s the best quality food we
can produce; taste, ingredients, presentation, everything. At
the end of the day we have a massive venue with multiple
locations for different experiences, but our number one focus
is still food. We are a big restaurant, really.”
Food service buzzers were promptly scrapped as Belling
concentrated on customer service. Patrons can order from
any till in the venue, and have their food delivered to their
numbered table. “At every service point in the venue the
customer was approaching us instead of us delivering service,
so we changed that the first day that I got here. That allowed
people to come in and enjoy the company they were with,
rather than standing in lines. That immediately turns it around.
The experience is very different.”
With an emphasis on food presentation and taste, The Fiddler
ditched the $10 schnitzel nights and instead focussed on
what Belling refers to as covert marketing, where members
enjoy specials activated at the register. With new restaurants
popping up in the area, The Fiddler has to remain competitive.
“The basis of our menu is still a pub menu, but with a bit of a
spin. We are not the cheapest or the most expensive, we have
worked within everyone’s budgets. I’d prefer to have less food
and it be better quality.”
The Fiddler has retained some Irish heritage with the Guinness
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pie, as well as offering the
traditional pub dishes such
as chicken schnitzel, parma,
and a choice of four steaks
on the menu, courtesy of
her prized and meticulous
German chef. While staying
aware of not being too edgy
for the area, they strive to
tap into what is trending in
the food scene, introducing dishes including crunchy Asian
kale salad with honey pork, and their signature pork knuckle.
There is also a new wood-fired pizzeria offering an extensive
menu, varying from the traditional margherita and Hawaiian
to more gourmet styles with truffle oil and Italian broccoli.
“It’s a hybrid menu, we don’t follow one specific style,” explains
Belling, as she laughs adding, “It’s Irish, Italian and German.”
The transformation has been paying off. In December, The
Fiddler saw up to 8,000 covers a week and in the last 18
months Belling has really begun to see the benefits of their
sustained marketing push.
“We have created enough demand now that we are booked
out every Saturday night,” she pronounces. “It takes time... it
doesn’t happen overnight.”

MAJOR FEATURE

THE FRENZY THAT WAS
PUB REAL ESTATE IN 2017
Referencing 230 PubTIC real estate articles from last year,
Clyde Mooney details a run-down of all pub and group
sales, with added expert commentary on the industry.
10 | February 2018 PubTIC
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What was expected to be another big year in Australian pub
real estate kick-started with the sale of top-50 gaming pub the
Lidcombe Hotel to an unnamed buyer for close to $36 million.
Marcus Levy’s Marvan Hotels purchased the freehold 2009
from HLG and the leasehold a few years later from NLG, and
undertook significant reinvention. One of just three Lidcombe
pubs, all top-50, it was ranked #41 and the 782sqm site offers
huge development potential, plus a 24-hour licence.
The off-market sale was through CBRE Hotels’ national
director Daniel Dragicevich and NSW director Sam Handy,
who noted the price was “testament to the scarcity of hotels
of this quality”.
The big campaign for Riversdale’s Marlborough Hotel
culminated early February, selling for $33 million to Bruce
Solomon and Matt Moran, making venue #30 for Solotel’s in
its 30th year of operation.
The news followed that of John Feros’ JDA Hotels purchasing
the Peakhurst Inn for $22.5 million, and Oscars Hotels
purchasing both The Bristol Arms and Como Hotel for $19.5
and $5.6 million (respectively), all off-market, in the dying days
of 2016.
Australian Pub Fund (APF), owner of Riversdale, is owned by
high-flying businessmen Geoff Dixon, John Singleton and
Mark Carnegie. Recognising uber-hot market conditions, the
partners began shopping assets around.
“The off-market sale of the Peakhurst Inn [to JDA] is illustrative
of an experienced hotelier buying and selling in the same
market,” remarked Ray White’s Asia-Pacific director Andrew
Jolliffe, who brokered the Peakhurst.
“Capital continues to find its way to the sector where a 400500 basis point spread still exists between sustainable earnings
and the cost of debt,” furthered JLL national director John
Musca, who brokered the Bristol Arms and Como.
Before the end of February, news emerged that Mitchell
Waugh’s Public House Management Group had furthered its
2016 buying spree, nabbing APF’s Toxteth Hotel in Glebe for
$22 million. APF bought the faded hotel for almost $10m from
the Murphy family, for whom Waugh worked at the Toxteth as
an 18-year-old.

guidance” sources say was circa $23m.
After its run of blockbuster sales capping 2016, ASX-listed
Lantern Hotel Group (LHG) listed its second-last, Surry Hills
corner pub the Crown Hotel.
Next came early news LHG had divested its last asset,
Sydenham’s General Gordon Hotel, for a super-premium $18.1
million to an unnamed Sydney publican, in conjunction with
White & Partners.
The Lantern frenzy ended with sale of the Crown Hotel
to Damian Kelly’s Peak Investments for $26.1m, or 51 per
cent above book value. In a hot market starving for prized
stock, the sales were largely seen as opportunities for strong
operators to optimise great operations not worked to their
potential.
“The strategic sequencing of assets has been an important
feature of the success of the A-grade hotel sale program over
the past six months,” noted Crown broker CBRE Hotels’ Daniel
Dragicevich.
“This private funds management style of purchaser is
becoming more and more prevalent in the current climate
and provides genuine competition for the traditional pub
families when quality assets are put to market.”
Paddy Coughlan secured another inner west pub, the Botany
View Hotel (BVH), owned by the Murphy family for 26 years,
and a rare entry-level opportunity for reinvention in Sydney’s
gentrified inner west.
Coughlan has acquired a trio of inner west pubs, beginning
with Chippendale’s Lord Gladstone, then the (Lady) Hampshire
in Camperdown. He concedes serious love for the area,
foreseeing changes with the incoming population.
Agents for the BVH, CBRE’s Handy and Dragicevich, noted the
$6m+ sale price left scope for capex to grow the gosling into
a swan.
Brendan Lawless expanded his NSW north coast operations
with purchase of Tweed Heads’ Ivory Tavern, on 8,800sqm on

In August APF officially listed its re-made Vic on the Park,
having purchased it as The Vic Enmore in 2012 for around
$7m.
In October came news Merivale had furthered its innerwest presence with the purchase, for over $22m. It joined
the group’s Alexandria Hotel, purchased mid-2016, and the
Queens Hotel, Enmore. Hemmes told PubTIC it would be
“business as usual” at The Vic.
Rumoured for sale since late 2016, in May the Kospetas
family’s Universal Hotels secured Riversdale’s iconic Kinselas
Hotel, continuing a strategy around modern hospitality in
historic settings.
The high-profile yet off-market sale was by Ray White’s Jolliffe,
the undisclosed price said to be “consistent with market
February 2018 PubTIC | 11
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the Tweed River, immediately below the Queensland border.
It joins his Middle Pub, Mullumbimby, bought 2013 from
Redcape. Lawless Hotels will likely take the option to purchase
the freehold from a Brisbane-based developer.
Locky Paech and Dr James Bodel’s GoodTime Hospitality
purchased the White Cockatoo in 2014, executing a $2m
renovation, ramping the food up and the gaming down and
relaunching as West Village. In March they listed the threelevel Village, on 696sqm, with 21 rooms, flexible zoning and
scope for development.
Fresh from divesting his Trinity Bar, Ray Reilly added to his
nearby Henson Hotel and newly acquired Sydney Park Hotel
with the Village, tipping “I think we’ll revert back” to the White
Cockatoo moniker.
Selling agent, CBRE’s Dragicevich said the pub “over-delivers
against all of the major purchaser investment criteria”.
Dean Haritos was tempted to market with his last pub, the
Verandah Hotel, of 1,000sqm with frontage on Castlereagh
and Elizabeth Streets, and a 29-year lease to Dexus Property.
Just one week later, Haritos was signing over the deeds to
Simon Tilly through Ray White’s Jolliffe for a price “comfortably
in excess” of the $9m guidance.

the AHA NSW Award for Best Redeveloped Hotel.
JLL’s John Musca said the off-market sale was an example of
investment momentum permeating key coastal growth areas,
in a flow of capital that historically spreads “intrastate, and
thereafter interstate”.
“The trend delivers a win-win equation, with buyers securing
assets offering more attractive returns and/or growth
outlooks.”
In a massive transaction surpassing $64 million, Sam Arnaout’s
Iris Capital and Gallagher Hotels sold each other the Hunters
Hill Hotel (HHH) and Tiger Bar through JLL.
Integrated development and hospitality group Iris has
been behind successful pub projects, including a huge
redevelopment of the HHH and surrounds. Gallagher snapped
up Hurstville’s Tiger late 2015 for nearly $28m, with a gazetted
40-metre redevelopment height. Both see themselves as
publicans first and foremost.
“We love the pub industry and will be in it long-term,” offered
Arnaout.
Musca described the transaction as astute operational
divergence, “reflecting class-leading thinking on both their
parts”.

Amid massive local expansion, the Balmain Pub Group (BPG)
listed its striking Greenwood Hotel in North Sydney through
CBRE’s Dragicevich and Handy. The former church, built 1878,
has been a hotel for just 25 years, under Tony and Morris
Green then their former employee, Nick Wills and his BPG.
The lucky third owner also proved to be Tilly, expanding his
portfolio across the bridge for just over $10m. “I have two
fantastic new locations, which is key for me,” he said.
After some local controversy drawing in Mayor of Leichhardt
Council Darcy Byrne, BPG revealed its Town Hall Hotel has
been sold to a property investor with “extensive hospitality
expertise” through CBRE’s Dragicevich, following an
unsolicited offer of $8.5m the Group admit was “too good to
refuse”. BPG bought the 1879 pub early 2016 and executed a
large renovation billed as a “complete change”.
The buyer confirmed the Town Hall will continue to operate
as a pub, plus mixed-use business.
Less than two weeks later, the off-market sale of BPG’s
Swanson through CBRE was also announced, for $7 million,
similarly to an experienced player in Sydney pubs, said to be
managing his own expansion in the industry.
After building a portfolio of four pubs and seeing improved
profitability via renovations through each, Dragicevich says
“their timing was perfect when coupled with the strength in
the hotel market and we were able to achieve premium results
on the sales”.
In April incumbent AHA NSW Hall of Famer Patrick Gallagher
bought his biggest to date, paying $28m for the Terrigal Hotel
he says has “big bones and growing trade”.
Newhaven executed an extensive renovation in 2006, taking
12 | February 2018 PubTIC

In July Iris listed the freehold of its redeveloped Clovelly Hotel,
armed with a 20-year lease to Bruce Solomon & Matt Moran’s
Morsol. The group’s long history ended in September with an
unidentified local buyer taking the 1,708sqm title overlooking
Clovelly Beach for close to $34 million through JLL’s Musca
and Colliers International director Miron Solomons.
Also in September, Iris nailed another development play,
selling its DA-approved Crown Hotel and adjacent property
in Parramatta for $50 million to Coronation Property, already
building a massive 54-storey tower behind the Crown.
Brokering the deal himself, Arnaout said it was “a phenomenal
price for a phenomenal asset”.
Recognising market opportunity, Peter Vlandis’ Vlandis group,
operator of several western Sydney pubs, sold the top-ranked
Coolibah Hotel Merrylands on 8,500 sqm for around $40

MAJOR FEATURE
million through Ray White’s Jolliffe, to an unnamed buyer
described as a “significant and experienced hotel group”.
“It was a perfect time to restructure,” reported Vlandis group,
stating intentions “to be around the industry for a long time
yet.”
A syndicate of five passive directors divested Chippendale’s
Duck Inn to a new private owner through Ray White’s Blake
Edwards for a price rumoured to be around $4m. A stone’s
throw from Sydney Uni, the popular gastro pub has been
managed since 2016 by Adam Kilkeary, formerly of Newtown’s
Coopers Arms, who reports the new owner is retaining all
staff, including himself as licensee, with plans to further its
recent successes.
Close by, in city-fringe Camperdown, Bill Smith teamed up
with son Sam Smith to buy the 1939 Alfred Hotel leasehold,
through Manenti Quinlan. The Smiths see great potential for a
late-night food offering for the area, with its a 24-hour licence.
Continuing deployment of capital to the Sunshine State, Jaz
Mooney’s Pelathon Management Group (PMG) listed its Lake
Macquarie Orana Hotel, after securing the pub in 2016 via the
estate settlement of long-time owner Malcolm Downie and
executing a million dollar “top to bottom” renovation.
Occupying 2,307sqm, with limited competition, a 3am licence
and rising average weekly sales over $65k, it sold through
CBRE’s Dragicevich and Ben McDonald to unnamed buyers
said to be both locals and veterans for $4.2m, bringing the
24-7 attention of an owner-operator.
PMG then listed through CBRE its big Oxford Street
cornerstone, anchor of Taylor Square and the LGBTI
community, the Oxford Hotel. PMG has held the Oxford for
seven years, divesting the freehold in 2015 and executing a
million-dollar renovation. The four-level pub on 874sqm holds
a 24-hour licence and 670 pax, with four years on the lease
and a further four 5-year options.
Two blocks away, the 82-year-old owner of the Darlinghurst’s
Brighton Hotel listed it for $8 million, after four decades at
the helm. The 127sqm and four-level brick structure boasts
interiors largely unchanged during the tenure, marketed as a
freehold vacant possession by Knight Frank’s Mike Wheatley
and Kate MacDonald.
After suffering serious disruption to its traditional latenight “locked out” market, Oxford Street is thought ready to
rebound in its inevitable new form, and in the space of a few
weeks news emerged Universal Hotels had landed a local
trifecta, adding to Kinselas both the Brighton and Oxford for
undisclosed amounts.
The Kospetas family believe in Oxford Street’s future, citing
plans “activating its presence” and working to pitch each hotel
to its best niche, with a focus on food and entertainment.
Sydney-based Garry Macdougall expanded his operations,
grabbing the Lakeview Hotel in Merimbula, boasting a
4,646sqm waterfront site overlooking Merimbula Lake and Bay
on the Sapphire Coast, and unique opportunity as the only
14 | February 2018 PubTIC

hotel in town.
After 15 years ownership, league legends Hetherington
brothers Brett and Jason and Canberra Raiders’ Brett Mullins
and families called time and listed their Gunyah Hotel, Lake
Macquarie, on a 2,398sqm block on the Pacific Highway zoned
B4 Mixed Use, offering weekly turnover averaging $90,000.
Still realising the upsides of a renovation, the FGC was
taken through CBRE Hotels’ McDonald and Dragicevich in
conjunction with Moore & Moore’s Deane Moore by Campbell
Rogers – growing his local footprint, having bought the
Sydney Junction Hotel (SJH) late 2014, lovingly optimising
it and winning AHA NSW’s Best Casual Dining in 2016.
The Rogers then purchased the Argenton Hotel and plan
development in 2018.
Byron Bay’s legendary Beach Hotel built by Crocodile
Dundee co-writer John Cornell broke its own sales record in
September, fetching $70m from sophisticated new investors
Impact Investment Group (IIG), backed by the Liberman
family, espousing financial returns with deep social and
environmental impact.
The ‘Top Pub’ is leased to John van Haandel for ten years,
plus a 10-year option, with rental income just north of $4.4m
annually. The off-market transaction through CBRE Hotels’
Dragicevich and Wayne Bunz was Australia’s biggest ever
single hotel sale, representing a sharp 6.3 per cent return,
and according to Dragicevich “testament to not only the high
revenues this business delivers but also the quality of the
underlying beachfront property”.
After two decades ownership, a syndicate determined it was
time to part with Wagga Wagga’s Turvey Tavern – a big singlelevel red brick pub occupying 1,644sqm. It had been operated
fully under management, the team building a balanced
operation turning over $4.2m.
It was picked up via CBRE’s McDonald and Handy for $5.6m
by a new local partnership of Sam Cruickshank, who lives
and operates pubs in Newcastle, and local David Dean, recent
seller of Wagga’s Sportsmen’s Club Hotel.
As its Brisbane-based owners exited NSW, the big North
Nowra Tavern on 6,019sqm hit the market, being the only
pub in an area of Shoalhaven seeing strong growth forecasts
and residential expansion. The FGC was marketed CBRE’s
McDonald and Dragicevich, who suggested it represented a
substantive discount to its metropolitan equivalent.
Mark Duggan, operator of Burwood’s Avondale Hotel, teamed
with Gary O’Donnell, former operator of Nowra’s Anchor
Hotel, to secure the North Nowra for close to $12 million.
Merivale bolstered its northern beaches “destination” portfolio
with the $21m purchase of PHG’s The Collaroy, Hemmes
telling PubTIC there’s a sense of Déjà vu. “To me, this site feels
like Coogee Pavilion … I think we can do something similar”.
Mitchell Waugh and investors purchased the hotel via
receivership auction for $7.5 million in 2010, in 2013 executing
a $6m renovation and re-emerging as The Collaroy, which

New England Constructions is
proud to have partnered with the
Feros Hotel Group, Brompton
Group and Humphrey & Edwards
to deliver this exceptional project.
Stephen Geissler
General Manager
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won Best Redeveloped Hotel at both the AHA NSW and
National Awards for Excellence.

combination of what they’re doing there now as a pub”. Ray
White’s Andrew Jolliffe brokered the deal.

Broker for the deal, Ray White’s Jolliffe, offered a nod to
Hemmes’ plan “to repurpose an already award-winning
property”.

Nelson Meers Group pounced on Hurstville’s iconic Ritz,
paying $45m to add the baker’s dozen to its gaming portfolio,
through Ray White’s Jolliffe.

After “years of unsolicited approaches” in October Geoff
Moulding listed the Royal Hotel overlooking Bondi Beach
through JLL. The 1907 multi-storey brick pub on 1,327sqm
boasts a public bar, gaming room and 19 accommodation
rooms, some with ocean views. The Moulding family bought
the lease from Tooth’s in 1978 and the freehold in 1990.

The pub achieved the highest sale of a freehold going concern
in NSW, when the former Newtown Jets’ Steve Bowden sold
it in 2006 for $52 million to ALG. In 2009 ALG sold it to the
Redmond family for $38m and a year later Bowden bought it
back for $30.5m.

Hemmes stepped up again, paying circa $30 million. Delayed
settlement means Merivale may not take the keys until July
2018.
And just two weeks later, Merivale’s march continued with
acquisition of Halcyon’s Hotel Centennial in Woollahra for
around $14 million through Ray White’s Jolliffe. The two-storey
1888 pub on 780sqm opposite Centennial Park is a landmark,
bought by the Medich family’s Halcyon vehicle early 2014
for around $6m, getting a big-dollar refurbishment. The sale
represented their departure from hotels.
Laundy Hotel Group capitalised on the coastal freehold
market, divesting the Bateau Bay Hotel (BBH) for circa $13m
to a growing local operator. Laundy purchased the BBH
in early 2015 for around $11m, soon after buying the Tea
Gardens Hotel, since on-sold to his nephew Ben Hanson,
then the Long Jetty later in 2015, both the Settlers Tavern and
Crowne Plaza Terrigal in February 2016, and Swansea Hotel in
September 2016, Laundy describing the acquisitions as “real
value” in light of tightening Sydney yields.
Juggling plans including construction of his first greenfield
pub he said the BBH was one big operation more than they
needed.
The off-market transaction to a private north coast hotel
group was through CBRE Hotels’ Dragicevich and McDonald,
who cite the area’s demographic trends and future economic
outlook “are as positive as those of metropolitan Sydney”.
In September John Feros’ JDA Hotels executed a sale and
management deal on top gaming pub the Allawah Hotel for
around $30 million.
JDA Hotels and associates acquired the Hotel in 2007,
occupying 1,274sqm beside the station, now ranked #140.
JDA divested to a ‘special purpose vehicle’ backed by White
& Partners through Ray White’s Jolliffe, with the vendors
retaining an ownership percentage and negotiating a
management agreement.
Jewel of the central coast the Patonga Beach Hotel sold to the
growing Boathouse Group, owned and run by Andrew and Pip
Goldsmith. The waterfront pub will become another addition
to the acclaimed portfolio, joining the Boathouse Palm Beach,
Shelly Beach and Balmoral Beach, offering relaxed lunches
overlooking the ocean.
Andrew Goldsmith told PubTIC plans are to create “a
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Hotel Palisade sold again, for circa $31.5m, less than two
years after it reawakened from eight years closed and two
renovations.
First built in 1880 and rebuilt in 1912, it overlooks Sydney
Harbour Bridge, foreshore, and Barangaroo. Closing 2008 it lay
dormant until a refurbishment late 2014, and went to market
2015 through Manenti Quinlan, sale negotiated to British
entrepreneur Richard Sapsford for nearly $20 million. After
another renovation costing $5m it finally reopened October
2015, only to go back to market in 2017.
Against the trend in a booming industry, receivers posted
sale of Lithgow’s Tattersalls Hotel. The freehold was bought
a decade ago, offering a strong yield based on unrealistic
rent from the tenant, who protested and handed back the
keys. This triggered eight years in court before the tenant
prevailed, winning $300k in damages, forcing the landlord into
administration and sale of the pub, on a 1,780sqm block, with
12 PMEs and 24 accommodation rooms.
The auction through Ray White drew six bidders, but beating
the contingent of Sydney publicans, the winning bidder at $1.7
million was the former tenant, Mike Schmidt.
Patrick Ryan joined the coveted ranks of the sale-and-
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leaseback, divesting title to Sydney CBD landmark the Republic
Hotel and staying on as operator. The family has owned it
since 1999 and executed a number of market pivots, most
recently a multi-million-dollar renovation producing an ontrend rooftop bar.
The award-winning Feros Group sold flagship the Rocksia
Hotel to newly crowned Hall of Famers Bill and Mario
Gravanis’ Oscars Hotels for a quick $36 million. Praised for his
ground-up greenfield build of The Prince, the Rocksia was
once a car dealership, on a 4,218sqm island beside Banksia
station, and in fact Feros’ first new build, and a collaboration
with Bob Richards, owner of The Strand.
The Gravanis’ have residential build experience relevant to
the Rocksia, representative of “an emerging market sub-set
a growing number of astute groups continue to assess quite
aggressively” noted agent, CBRE’s Dan Dragicevich.

NEWCOMERS
After more than 20 years operation, Mike Thomas sold his
Shenanigans at The Imperial to the newly-formed Imperial
Hospitality Group (IHG), comprising brothers Sean and
Clayton Barrett, with mates Cameron Clydsdale, Manny Wade
and Matthew Parkinson, beating hungry Sydney operators to
snatch their first pub.
The Hotel was marketed and auctioned through Manenti
Quinlan’s Gerry Quinlan and Moore R/E.
A new pub group formed out of the Murphy family’s SOS

Ray White Hotels’ Blake Edwards and Xavier Plunkett marketed
the asset, reporting over 50 enquiries and three offers before
it was picked up by unnamed “industry newcomers” for circa
$2.5m.
Former CCA executive Denis Hickey and businessman
Warwick Negus bought Waterloo’s Grosvenor Hotel from
Riversdale in 2010, and passively listed it late 2016 through Ray
White Hotels’ Edwards to gauge response.
In March unidentified newcomer “investment buyers” looking
to get in on Sydney’s thriving pub scene took the title for north
of $5m.
After decades selling drinks, former Lion director Frank
Arangio slipped behind the bar, buying Wyong’s Royal Hotel
for nearly $7m in partnership with industry stalwart, publican
Pat Gurr – owner of Armidale’s Whitebull Hotel.
“I decided if I wanted to stay around pubs I need to have a go
myself,” explained Arangio.
After extreme weather flooded Picton’s George IV in 2016,
closing it for the first time in its 182-year history, an insurance
battle forced owner Patrick Maloney to put it to market,
engaging Ray White Hotels.
The auction attracted four bidders, closing at $3.125m by
hotel first-timers Adam Cryer and Ross Robinson – swept
by passion to revive it – bringing extensive experience in
corporate training and events, and big plans for the largeformat landmark, including revival of its micro-brewery.
Guy Greenstone and Steve Jeffares, creators of the Great
Australian Beer SpecTAPular, parted with their Sydney
instalment of the Local Taphouse citing booming business,
particularly since opening their own brewery, Stomping
Ground.
The leasehold interest was marketed by Ray White’s Edwards,
and snapped up by brothers James and Josh Thorpe, taking
their combined experience working in and managing pubs to
the next level, becoming first-time owners.
A local Maitland businessman picked up the freehold going
concern of the Murphy family’s thriving Belmore Hotel for
$9 million. Having owned it since 2003, the Murphys cited
increasing interests in other endeavours and a reluctant
decision to sell.

Hospitality swooped on the Good Beer Company’s (GBC)
Dove & Olive, picking up the freehold going concern for $11.85
million with hope for a “hands-on” approach.
Late 2015 GBC purchased Randwick’s sprawling Duke of
Gloucester (DOG) Hotel, ramping up the beer cheer with 50
taps. The Group continues to operate the Keg & Brew, also in
Surry Hills.
After nearly a decade, Peter and Emma Braithwaite listed
their two-storey Commercial Hotel, on 1,399sqm in Boolaroo,
ahead of thousands of new locals moving in amid favourable
zoning changes.

Spending his youth in his parents’ pub in nearby Morpeth,
electrical engineer Geoff Sweeney now runs his own, along
with his manufacturing business Nepean Power, employing a
hundred people.
An exhaustive marketing campaign saw the Caledonia Hotel
sold to new blood, as passive owner Ian Negline pursues
other hotel and business interests. Negline operated it under
management and listed the freehold and business via Ray
White’s Edwards and Plunkett.
First-time operators Rob Fraiser and partner Christine Wright
secured the old pub in the Newcastle region growth corridor
for sub-$2m.
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Brewing, by Chris Nicholls and partners, with plans for space
for hacks and some onsite-brewing, artisan experiences and
workshops, and the Hack Par 9 invitational putting green.
Amid Victoria’s uber-hot investment market, the big block
Marine Hotel was up for sale again, with CBRE Hotels’ Mark
Wizel and Connolly.
Entrepreneur Bobby Zagame sold the freehold investment on
4,670sqm in 2016 a private investor for $13m, representing a
tight 3.86 per cent yield. It currently sees income of $641k,
with five years remaining on the lease plus options.
Sale was announced to another unnamed Chinese investor for
$15.6m, representing a new low 3.3 per cent yield, and 20 per
cent ROI for the vendor.
In April St Kilda’s famous Hotel Barkly sold – for the second
time in six months – to new publicans. Mid-2016, longstanding operator Simon Lennox sold the trendy pub to
Belinda and Campbell Usher, and the 11 boutique hotel rooms
and 24 upmarket backpacker dormitories to brothers Adrian
and Nathan Somerville.

The freehold of Melbourne’s iconic two-storey Beach Hotel
plus adjoining retail and development opportunity came to
market in February, boasting new pub tenants. Set on 1,713 it
offers some of the city’s finest event spaces, and a favourite for
weddings and corporate events.
The freehold interest was sold by CBRE Hotels’ Scott
Callow to a Chinese investor for around $18 million, with a
redevelopment clause allowing quick lease termination, and
height limit that could see development up to five storeys.
Port Melbourne’s elegant former Fountain Inn, now known as
Mardo’s, was operated for four years by Nic ‘Mardo’ Mardling
and his company Student Training Services (STS), which
specialises in chefs for hospitality. Looking to take STS to the
next level, it was listed with CBRE Hotels’ Will Connolly.
The long leasehold sold to emerging craft beer operation Hack
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But changing circumstance saw the Ushers pull out and the
pub snapped up by the acquisitive and ambitious Somervilles.
After much speculation, Sand Hill Rd (SHR) confirmed
purchase of St Kilda’s iconic Esplande Hotel – The Espy – and
the challenge of reviving a Melbourne cultural institution. The
five-level building faces west over Port Phillip Bay, enjoying
sunsets over water and legend status in live music, sporting
three stages and history of countless big-name acts.
Since 2000 it was owned by Vince Sofo and Paul Adamo, who
closed it in 2015, securing a permit to undertake extensive
renovations on the 1878 landmark and listed National
Trust building. SHR approached the pair and after intense
discussions and legal negotiations on plans, a sale resulted.
Sympathetic modernisation will be a challenge, and SHR
intend to eventually open every level, including areas not seen
publicly in decades.
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part of Carlton & United Breweries massive stable. Recently
vacant, passive freehold owner East Brunswick Property P/L
became eager to offer it as a blank canvas, listing with CBRE
Hotels’ Callow and Connolly, who noted its rarity in a mostly
leasehold market.
An unnamed buyer secured it at auction for $4.4 million, with
plans to reopen immediately following settlement April 2018.
Publisher and developer Morris ‘Morry’ Schwartz offered up
two big investment properties – a 65-room Adina hotel plus
mixed tenancies and Melbourne’s oldest pub, Dixon Group’s
1853 Duke of Wellington plus nine-storey office tower.
As Victoria continues to lead the contraction on freehold
yields, both sales, through CBRE’s Wizel, Callow and Connolly,
exceeded expectation. The Adina lot sold to a major investor
for $53.5m on a very sharp 3.45 per cent return, and the Duke
and office building sold to a private family for almost $39
million, at 4.03 per cent yield.
After considerable controversy, Sorrento’s legendary
Continental Hotel was closed, then mostly sold, to be
rejuvenated and reopen as part of a big redevelopment
partnership between vendor Julian Gerner and Steller
constructions.
Having purchased it from the Di Pietro family in 2015, before
the deal with Stellar Gerner briefly placed the 1875-built
limestone hotel back on the market, struggling to self-fund
the proposed $20m development approved for the site, which
will add a new structure behind the Hotel of 16 residential
apartments and 40 hotel rooms, plus a wellness centre and
mixed-use. The old Conti will see a comprehensive makeover, including refurbishment of its 24 heritage rooms.
Michael Thiele and Craig Ellison formed Open Door Pub Co
in 2004, accumulating 17 leases before selling the lot to Dixon
Hospitality late 2015. The pair are back, with the freehold of
Kensington’s Hardiman’s Hotel, built in the 1870s, and owned,
operated and occupied by Rick Richards and Jane Holmes
since 1998.

“Top quality real estate always unearths new capital that may
have been dormant for several years,” noted Wizel.
South Melbourne’s historic 1858 Water Rat Hotel hit the
market, with favourable zoning, development potential and a
short lease, making it prime for operators starved of freehold
opportunities.
Marketed by CBRE’s Justin Dowers, Tim Last and Connolly,
with Burges Rawson’s Terry Board, the final figure ‘achieved
the desired result’ of price expectation over $3.8m.
After four decades, the Aidone brothers passed the reins on
their two-storey Central Club Hotel as they look to retire,
putting it to auction with CBRE’s Connolly and Callow.
With reserve of $5.8 million, four parties pushed the bidding
before a record-setting $7.295m from the Australian Nursing
and Midwifery Federation (ANMF), which plans for an operator
to run it short-term before furthering the accommodation for
members of its 80,000-strong constituency.

A complete renovation on the Art Deco pub will bring
contemporary offerings such as woodfire pizza and a large
ground floor garden, in a precinct the incoming say is “crying
out” for a modern hospitality operation.
The off-market sale was brokered by CBRE Hotels’ Connolly.
After a makeover of the former Percy’s Bar by Ilona Phyland
and chef Darran Smith, trendy Carlton local the Astor Hotel
sold off-market through CBRE Hotels’ Connolly to lecturer
Fred Whitlock and actor Alison Whyte, who previously
operated pubs including Abbotsford’s Terminus Hotel, which
they sold in 2014.
Whitlock says they’ve always created pubs the reflect
themselves, and hopes to attract “people who want to eat and
go to the sort of places we want to eat and drink at”.
An empty Brunswick pub hit the market, offering a rare
opportunity in Melbourne’s tightly-held freehold market. The
Victorian Classical-design East Brunswick Hotel is a former
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Sneddon will use the sale money to further his start-up Stigma
Health business.

Brisbane’s historic Port Office was taken on by proprietors
of the revived Alliance Hotel, Nick and Meagan Gregorski.
Success at the Alliance prompted approach by CBRE’s Paul
Fraser on the leasehold, for freeholders VH Partnership.

Bras and nickers outback icon the Daly Waters Hotel (profiled
PubTIC magazine) sold for an undisclosed amount that
included all the underwear adorning the walls.

Gregorski said he will transform the 1864 heritage-listed
landmark into the kind of country pub where he grew up.
North Brisbane’s large-format well capitalised Homestead
Tavern on 7,550sqm in beachside Boondall went to market,
tempting operators and developers. CBRE’s Fraser and
Dragicevich reported 39 enquiries and 11 offers – more than
half from Sydney buyers – before Joe Irvin’s Paul Irvin Hotels
picked up his first Brisbane “trophy asset” for $15.6m.

Hundreds of miles from anywhere, the pub is a legend of
the red centre and the only watering hole in the wild remote
town, with its history of shootouts in the streets.
And on a rugby trip to Coffs Harbour, Steven Hunt bought the
Ocean View Hotel from John Gleeson in an impulse deal on a
Thursday that forced him to prepare and take over the pub the
following Monday.
“I absolutely fell in love with the place, and it’s the only pub in
town,” remarked Hunt.

ASX-listed Eumundi Group partnered with Open Arms
Hospitality on the 96-year lease of Brisbane’s historic 1885
Plough Inn for $13.1 million through JLL’s Tom Gleeson.
A sub-lease to Open Arms, former Pegasus CEO Simon
Gardner and former Beer Deluxe partners Craig Shearer and
Jason Sheather, will create the unique ‘Riverland’ venue, slated
to open November.
After 95 years ownership, a private family parted with West
End cornerstone the 1864 Boundary Hotel, selling to Colin
Macleod’s expanding Oz Pub Group for circa $12m through
JLL’s Gleeson.
The acquisitive OPG now boasts four pubs, including East
Brisbane’s Aspley and Shafston Hotels.

WIDE AND WONDERFUL
Hospitality Investments divested the Royal Coach Hotel,
following a campaign through JLL Hotels VP, Mathew George.
The winning bidder was the prestigious Prince Alfred College
next door, entertaining development plans and adding the
three-storey Hotel to its opportunities for an undisclosed sum.
The Hotel’s operations will reportedly continue unchanged for
the “foreseeable future”.
Entertainment Enterprises’ Perth institution The Library
changed hands for the first time in 34 years, the FGC fetching
$4.6m from a private investor as the company focuses on
other venues.
The off-market sale through CBRE Hotels’ Chloe Mason noted
the potential in the burgeoning area for the right operation.
In a hard-fought deal worth around AU$650m, brewing giant
Heineken finally got the nod to secure nearly 1,900 British
pubs from Punch Taverns, adding to its existing 1,100, with
Patron Capital adding to its collection Punch’s remaining 1,329
pubs.
Accountant-turned-publican James Sneddon gave away his
pub Das Hund Haus in a massive trade promotion, where a
$25 voucher provided five raffle entries. After grossing $315k in
the exercise, a random draw selected local Guy Ashford as the
winner.
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PUB BIG FINANCE
The Long WALE Investment Partnership (LWIP), majority
owned by Charter Hall and Hostplus, with 54 pub assets
leased to ALH Group for an average of 17.5 years, saw its
inaugural US Private Placement (USPP), offering “long-term
through-cycle debt funding security” from outside traditional
banks, and cost of debt of 5.0 per cent.
In June LWIP furthered its relationship with Australia’s biggest
publican, buying the Brunswick Hotel New Farm and Old
Sydney Hotel Maryborough, and Busselton WA’s Ship Inn
Hotel, in sale and leaseback deals worth $23.2 million at 6.26
per cent yield.
ALH’s biggest landlord, ALE, posted annual results showing
portfolio valuation lift to $1.08bn and profit increases up 9.1
per cent, backing up a 2016 increase of more than 10 per cent.
The freehold of Coles’ Mansfield Tavern on 20,830sqm came
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to market – for almost a week – only to be snapped up by
“a well-known Sydney publican” for an undisclosed price
representing a blue-chip yield around 5.8 per cent.
The 20-year lease will soon expire, with a five-year renewal
option and the freeholder retaining the 31 EGMs.
In April another Coles / Spirit Queensland freehold and block
came to market, the Waterloo Hotel leased until 2030, with
two further 10-year options.
The asset sold to Cape Bouvard Investments for $47 million
through JLL Hotels’ Gleeson, the 7.77 per cent investment
return adding a northern asset to the company’s $600m+ in
real estate commitments
In November both supermarket giants listed Perth hotels: ALH
one of its former Compass pubs bought in 2011, the Brighton,
and Spirit the Victoria Park Hotel.
The Victoria Park holds another potential 35 years on the
lease and generates annual revenue of $3.85m and a strong
auction with CBRE’s Ryan McGinnity and Mason saw final bid
of $3.68m from a private buyer new to hospitality.
For more than two years New York hedge funds York Capital
and Värde sought to ‘mature’ their investment in Redcape
Hotel Group (RHG), purchased from Goldman Sachs. The
original ‘preferred option’ was an Initial Public Offering (IPO),
following the lead of HPI, a REIT spin-off out of RHG freeholds.
Rumours emerged of a possible trade sale to Charter Hall
partnering with ALH, or Moelis in partnership with Nelson
Meers, but the high-performing portfolio proved a tough
moving target to value.
Shedding some non-core assets, RHG divested its All Seasons
Quality Hotel on 3.56-Ha in Bendigo for around $24m to a
“sophisticated Melbourne investor”, equating to a strong 6.5
per cent yield.
Similarly, the inner-western Livingstone Hotel was quietly
sold to the Gravanis brothers’ Oscars Hotels, brokered by JLL’s
Musca.

opportunity from experienced operators,” noted Gleeson.
Having shelved its mooted IPO, Dixon Hospitality Group
(DHG) began talks with private equity, including KKR, former
creditor to Keystone. DHG saw meteoric expansion to 48
venues courtesy of portfolio acquisitions including Open
Door Pub Co, Drink n Dine, and Beer Deluxe, plus six Keystone
receivership venues for $40 million – funded by KKR.
Speculation ended in June when KKR announced acquisition
of a “majority share” believed to be 80 per cent, for an
undisclosed amount.
While DHG espoused leasehold operations and ‘strictly
no gaming’, KKR is bidding against Tabcorp for control of
Victorian pokies, and thought to be pursuing a billion-dollar
value build for DHG ahead of its own IPO.
Colin Parras’ sold his big Peachtree Hotel Penrith on
10,055sqm off-market through CBRE’s Dragicevich and
McDonald to listed Chinese developer Boyuan Holdings
Limited (ASX: BHL), ushering it into the Australian pub scene.
Growing interests in both residential and commercial, BHL’s
strategy invests across complementary sectors, and it plans to
partner with a Sydney hotel operator and build a “significant
portfolio” in coming years.
After a decade and a half, Colin Parras told PubTIC he is
delighted, but not out of the game yet.
QAP Holdings – a syndicate of six investors including Paul
Hogan and publican Peter Ashelford – signed on to buy New
Farm’s big Queens Arms Hotel for a reported $21m.
The Condons had executed a massive $5m renovation,
painstakingly incorporating new interiors and amenities into
the 130-year-old heritage building.
The emerging QAP is understood to have earmarked $100m
for hotel acquisitions, already picking up the Boathouse
Tavern for $14m, and Thomas Hotels’ Gold Coast Treetops
Tavern for $20m.

But finally news came that Moelis had met the mark, landing
the high-flying portfolio of 25 gaming-focused hotels, 23 of
which are freeholds, for $677 million, at capitalisation rate of
9.6 per cent and plans to launch a float offering cash yield of
8.75 per cent in 12 to 18 months.
The Moelis Australia Redcape Hotel Group (MARHG)
comprises $400m in equity by Moelis and investors, and
$320m in senior debt, for a final sale price around $710m.
Soon after, expansion plans manifested with RHG purchasing
the freehold of its own Cabramatta Inn business for $45m
from the Bowden family, re-stapling the title and lease
expected to provide significant arbitrage, as well as John
Cowley’s Andergrove Tavern in Mackay for $13.15m, and the
Nasser family’s Top50 Crescent Hotel, opposite Fairfield train
station in western Sydney – transacted through JLL Hotels’
Musca in Sydney and Gleeson in Brisbane.
“It’s tremendous to see such confidence in a regional hotel
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